
Re�ective Exercise 1Recognition of Prior Informal Learning 
(Health & Social Care 2)

Re�ect on one of the life experiences that you identi�ed on the pro�ling tool

Experience: Describe the experience, what happened? 

Knowledge: What do you know now that you did not know before you had the experience? 

Skills: What can you do now that you could not do before you had the experience, or can do better now 
because of the experience? 



Re�ective Exercise 1Recognition of Prior Informal Learning 
(Health & Social Care 2)

Re�ections: 
What were your feelings and thoughts?  What did you do well?  What would you do di�erently?  What values did you use? 

Application: Think of a situation in which you could apply what you have learned.
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	Describe: · I volunteered to be part of a fund raising activity committee for our local primary school· We arranged to meet once a week to organise and plan a fund raising event· Someone proposed a sponsored walk around the school grounds· We agreed to make the event age appropriate for the children· I volunteered to be in charge of the refreshments for the children on the day· I decided to have water, fruit juice, and sliced fruit available· Someone else thought it would be better to have biscuits and fizzy drinks· I reminded them it was a healthy thing we were doing and the refreshments should reflect what we know about healthy eating
	Knowledge: • I can be assertive and make my point• I can gain the support of others• I can be part of a team• I have knowledge of a healthy lifestyle• I don`t have to agree with people to work with them• I can work towards a goal
	Skills: • I will be better at being assertive another time because of this experience• I will be better at making my point and explaining what I mean• I will be better at working in a team• I will be more aware of my organisational skills• I will not feel so intimidated in a group as I did before
	Reflections: • I feel my self esteem had a boost because of this experience• I though I might not have much to offer but I did• I managed to stay calm even when my ideas were questioned and I did not get angry• I felt I had something of my own to contribute to the group
	Application: • In any committee• In team work• At home • With friends• Any time there is a difference of opinion


